The Geosystem Analysis of Exogenesis of High-Mountain Landscapes of the Basin of the River Girdymanchay in Azerbaijan
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Abstract

For the geological systems, assessment of influencing exogenous relief forming processes having essential impact on development of landscape status arises need of development of various field and image interpretation methods for creation of scenarios of possible changes of a geo-ecological situation in various massif having harmful consequences, by identification of relationships of cause and effect. It was analyzed possibilities of prognosis of the changes of the geo-ecological situation in high-mountainous of Great Caucasus with use of the geological, geomorphologic, climate and landscape materials, data of digital processing of the photo images and visual observation. Also the possibilities of forecasting of change of landscape structure of highlands in natural area of Great Caucasus with use of various data were analyzed. It was defined the main differences of relief situation, hydro meteorological conditions in the various parts of high-mountainous geo systems in which exogenic processes were shown, character and intensity of land using which had the influence to the slope slides. These data allowed revealing the main distinctions of factors of a relief situation in which were shown exodynamic relief and landscape forming processes, character and intensity of the land use, to some extent influencing on descent of landslides and area of their destructive.
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1. Introduction

Problems of identification of the reasons of geodynamic processes—taluses, scatterings and landslides—are...
many years in the center of attention of the geographical public of the country because of harmful consequences of these phenomena for the social sphere and economic activity of all mountain regions [1]-[3].

The southern and northeast slopes of the Great Caucasus differ the complex geomorphological structure which is showing in difficult structure of alternation of water-permeable layers of breeds, an interlacing of tectonic violations, and also the high seismicity which quite often is hardly noticeable, but a decisive factor of slipping and a collapse of mass of breeds.

The inclination of a terrestrial surface saving in considerable energy of all mass of breeds of a slope has essential impact on development of landslide processes. But, as we know, big biases of slopes do not always lead to landslides, even on sites close located to landslide massifs. So, slopes with strong maternal breeds are steady, slopes with alternation of layers of friable breeds and clays are the most subject to influence of geodynamic factors. Big biases of slopes, especially characteristic for the southern slope of Great Caucasus range lead to landslides of landslide character, in a root changing shape of a landscape of this site [4] [5].

On degree of resistance to impact of landslide processes in the territory of a massif active and steadier sites are differentiated. Within a mountain meadow zone steady sites in the landslide relation are characterized by existence of clearly expressed subalpine and Alpine landscapes [6]. Such sites can be subject to influence of others the exodynamic processes—to a soil erosion, accumulation and movement of taluses and the scatterings constituting not smaller danger to a landscape and all ecological situation [7] [8].

It is known that an important element of development of landscapes is the transfer of chemical particles as part of circulation of substances. In this regard mountain landscapes of Great Caucasus are low-studied and demand the analysis of impact of exogenous processes on changes of quantity and a ratio of various chemical elements and their connections in soils and vegetation depending on intensity of various natural phenomena.

2. Objects and Methods of Their Researches

The southeast tip of Greater Caucasus which is active from the point of view of a descent of landslides, always drew attention of researchers of various disciplines. The main landslide massifs, litological structure of breeds of landslide slopes, the basic landscape elements of separate large landslides were during this time defined.

These works were performed during field visual researches, and also the cameral researches meaning measurements on topographic maps, revealing the biases of a surface stimulating slipping of mountain masses.

Measurements of the cracks formed as a result of landslides on different massifs and definitions of their temporary dynamics allow to carry out in a certain degree territory division into districts on activity of breeds for the purpose of identification most of the landslides dangerous territories. The description of a landscape situation, its separate components promotes detection of the distinctions which were showed through a certain time occurring also under the influence of geodynamic processes.

Interpretation of space images gives the chance of them to interpretation for detection of geomorphological and landscape features of consequences of landslides both their spatial and temporary dynamics in the presence of pictures of different years [9]. In Azerbaijan many years were spent works on creation and improvement of various means and methods of interpretation of space data for definition of the directions of development of the harmful natural phenomena [10].

Digital models of a relief of the large landslide massifs located in the territory of research and covering some landscape zones allow to judge character of a geodynamic situation, substantially, influencing of exogenous relief forming processes [11] [12]. Studying these models received on the basis of processing a topographic map, the kept Google company as a result of transformation of space pictures, gives the chance to analyze communications between character of a relief, intensity of exogenesis and soil and landscape complexes within mountain and forest and mountain meadow zones of the Southern and Northeast slope of the Greater Caucasus.

In work the materials of space shootings received from various satellites in the 2012-2013 years on the basis of application of the processing programs SASPlanet, ArcGiS 10.2.1, the scanned large-scale maps and the cards subjected to a georeference, and also, the Google Landscape card were used.

Space pictures and the cards received by means of the ArcGiS program were subjected to a georeference in coordinate system and to projections.

In work the coordinate WGS_1984 system (World Geodetic System 1984) and a projection of UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) which were given to WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_39N projection were used. Here 39N points to zone number in UTM projection, and N (Northern Hemisphere)—on the northern hemisphere. The
western border of the 39th zone passes on a meridian of 480 EL, and the eastern frontier passes on a meridian of 540 EL. This zone is chosen for the reason that in its limits the territory of researches is located.

In space pictures landslide zones and their territories were clearly looked through were delineated by means of the ArcGIS program enough, the horizontals uniting points with identical absolute height, were carried out through each 20 meters. By means of the 3D Analyst module of the ArcGIS program TIN model (triangulated irregular network) of the territory was constructed. With use of the TIN to Raster tool of the 3D Analyst module the model TIN was transformed to the Raster type. Raster was transferred to a 3D format and to it the color gradation on height was applied.

During works images in landslide massifs and horizontals in a 3D format which were imposed on Raster were created. Separate fragments of space images were photographed by means of the Screenshot tool.

The materials of numerous researches of an environment of Greater Caucasus available in existence can give the chance to reveal prerequisites of emergence and development of landslide processes and to create a certain group of landslide massifs for the purpose of development of protective measures on prevention of their harmful consequences [13] [14]. The material on physiographic and synoptic division into districts of natural area of the Great Caucasus within Azerbaijan was for this purpose processed and a number of the factors causing a descent of landslide masses is defined.

The Khimran landslide stream begins on the left coast of Girdimanchay on a slope of a northern exposition of ridge Niyaldag, at the absolute height of 2100 m (Figure 1).

It is stretched at distance of 4 km to a valley of Girdimanchay and stops the activity at the height of 1200 m. Its width on an amphitheater and in a transitional zone once made 20 - 100 m, and on a carrying out cone—2.5 - 3.0 km, but recently considerably extended. The landslide stream the landslide materials narrowed the bed of the river Girdymanchay to 3 - 5 meters. Apparently from a space picture of the Google company, only the sites adjacent to an amphitheater of a landslide settle down within a mountain meadow zone, and the considerable part of landslide weight is in a mountain and forest zone of the Southeast spur of Main Caucasus Range. It in strong degree complicates landscape structure of this landslide, differing the high steepness of the surface reflected in its digital model (Figure 2).

Mountain meadow and subnival-nival zones which are in difficult environment, are characterized by a peculiar manifestation of altitudinal zonality within a zone. Unlike other landscape belts of Greater Caucasus, mountain meadows and rocky nival territories are remote territories, and because of it implementation of field researches

Figure 1. The space picture of the Google company (USA) photographed on September 29th of the 2012th year, with permission degree in 1 m on which the territory of the Khimran landslide stream with separate spots of forest and meadow sites is represented.
in these zones experiences certain restrictions. For this reason, the interpretation of large-scale aerial photographs where the main indicator sign is photo tone clarification in process of erodibility, can be considered creation of the three-dimensional digital models reflecting degree of exogenesis at researches of destruction of a soil cover of this territory under the influence of various processes in very effective ways.

It is necessary to emphasize very important methodical feature. At a visual interpretation of a condition of a soil cover of a mountain meadow landscape zone of Great Caucasus the most effective are the pictures photographed in summer months when the favorable vegetative conditions, allowing to allocate sites of different degree of an lighting of the photo tone which is an indicator of various projective covering vegetation are observed. In the pictures photographed in cold part of year, these distinctions because of a poor development of vegetation, high moisture content of a surface, existence of snow cover on slopes are leveled and don’t reflect a real landscape and ecological situation.

During researches joint processing materials of an interpretation of the aerial photographs photographed in various years with topographic maps was provided.

By results of the carried-out researches it was revealed that important factors of development of geodynamic processes is the structure of spreading breeds which are rather pliable to erosive and denudation processes, especially in the conditions of showers, characteristic for mountain territories. The analysis of samples of soil profiles showed distinctions of their thickness depending on the biases of a surface causing extent of development of the degradation processes. These materials provide can give rather full information on types of soils, vegetable groups of mountain meadows of this territory, indicators of temperatures and the atmospheric precipitation influencing development of a soil cover, a territory relief, features of litological composition of rocks, volume of the river deposits which are result of an erosion.

Drawing up the cartographic materials reflecting influence of the degradation processes on mountain meadow
soils and their state in different years and processes of exogenesis in a subnival-nival zone on the basis of accumulated knowledge, experience and use of the interpretation signs allows to estimate rather objectively intensity of these processes in time and space (Figure 3).

For this purpose in mountain meadow and subnival-nival zones:
1) Continuous snow places;
2) Snow places with exits of breeds;
3) Strong dismembered slopes of a subnival zone with exits of rocky breeds, taluses and with languages of snow places;
4) Strong dismembered slopes of a subnival zone with exits of rocky breeds and taluses;
5) The languages of snow places covering slopes of rocks;
6) Smoothed slopes of a subnival zone, in places covered with spots of snow places characteristic key sites, in different degree subject degradations, to physical aeration and a denudation were chosen.

These sites captured large mountain massifs in the central part of the Southern slope of Main Caucasus Range, in the Southeast slope of Great Caucasus Range, in a river basin of Girdymanchay, on the Northeast slope of Great Caucasus in basins of the rivers Gudialchay and Gusarchay. On these massifs distinctions in mutually influence of the natural and anthropogenous factors, connected are observed in the first stage, various degree of dismembering of the surface, bringing to differentiation of biases of a surface. At local level of a schematic map of separate sites on the scale of 1:25000, and at regional level the schematic map of all studied territory on the scale of 1:100000 is able to characterize these processes.

3. Conclusions

The numerous researches directed on development of actions for prevention of a descent of landslides are based on the purposes of reduction of biases of hillsides, the python ameliorative works meaning restoration of a close

Figure 3. Schematic map of a subnival-nival zone round tops Asad (3471.0 m), Garadag (3649.9 m), Babadag (3632 m) in basins of the rivers Girdymanchay and Garachay.
vegetable cover on broken massifs [9]. Such approach proceeds from insufficient understanding of an essence of the mechanism of this process covering not simply terrestrial surface, but rather powerful cover of sedimentary breeds with a certain stratification, sometimes some tens meters. Quite often in publications of various character expression “sliding of soils” that proceeds from misunderstanding of a geological and geomorphological essence of landslide process, the superficial relation to possible consequences of this phenomenon meets.

At the same time, attempts of melioration of landslide massifs which are ineffective are made. They are generally directed on alignment of a surface and restoration of a close soil and vegetable cover, including, by implementation a forest plantation.

These measures lead to temporary stabilization of a geodynamic situation that actually, is the beginning of a new cycle in development of landslide process [15]. Planting of trees improves soil and ecological, but not a geological and geomorphological situation as roots of trees aren’t capable to constrain movement of mass of breeds sufficiently. Numerous landslides within a mountain and forest belt of Greater Caucasus within Azerbaijan, strongly changed all shape of a landscape can serve as an example, introducing before not meeting elements in its horizontal structure.

4. Assumed Measurement

In this regard there is an urgent need in large-scale inventory of mountain massifs taking into account the changing geomorphologic and landscape changes, meaning drawing up detailed landscape, geological and geomorphologic, soil and geobotanical map-scheme, including, with use of materials of space shooting [16]-[21]. Cartographic materials have to be added with the meteorological data including information on an annual course of air temperature, quantity, character and a mode of loss of a precipitation, average annual and average monthly air temperatures.

In the description of the landslide massif information on a humanitarian and economic situation of the landslide site, including data on number of settlements, number of their population, type of the settlement, features of their arrangement, quantity and character of the enterprises, the social objects located in this territory has to take an important place.

Accumulation and processing of large volume of data is able to afford to carry out comparison of the probable factors causing process of a descent of landslides and to reveal the key factor which hasn’t been considered by initial consideration, for the purpose of search of opportunities of its neutralization. Such approach is capable to give bigger economic effect, than implementation of a number of the actions which sometimes aren’t yielding desirable result.
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